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FINANCIAL SAFETY

Created by the Predator Awareness Task Force

Training Objectives:
• Identify what financial safety is
• Identify who you can tell if you have been abused
• Identify ways to keep your money safe

Presentation Outline:
◆ What is Financial Safety?
◆ Why do you need to know about Financial Safety?
◆ What does Financial Pressure look like?
◆ What does Financial Pressure sound like?
◆ Who might try to Financially Pressure us?
◆ What can you do to be Financially Safe?
◆ What can you do if someone Financially Pressures you?
◆ What are some good places to keep your $$$ safe?
◆ What did we learn today?

Recommended Materials:
☐ PowerPoint presentation
☐ Computer
☐ Projector
☐ Screen
☐ Sample of junk mail (optional)
☐ Copies of “What can you do if someone calls you?” handout
☐ “No Soliciting” signs, one as a sample or multiples to give away (optional)
☐ Copies of “People You Trust” handout
☐ Copies of “How do I get on the Do Not Call list?” handout
☐ Sample of a blank check (optional)
☐ Copies of “Tips to Help Protect Your Money” handout
☐ Copies of Evaluation/Feedback form (Participant and Instructor)

This curriculum typically takes about 1-1.5 hours to present, depending on length of discussions.
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